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Abstract
Uniform Meaning Representation (UMR) is a semantic labeling system in the AMR family designed to be uni-
formly applicable to typologically diverse languages. The UMR labeling system is quite thorough and can be
time-consuming to execute, especially if annotators are starting from scratch. In this paper, we focus on methods for
bootstrapping UMR annotations for a given language from existing resources, and specifically from typical products
of language documentation work, such as lexical databases and interlinear glossed text (IGT). Using Arapaho as our
test case, we present and evaluate a bootstrapping process that automatically generates UMR subgraphs from IGT.
Additionally, we describe and evaluate a method for bootstrapping valency lexicon entries from lexical databases
for both the target language and English. We are able to generate enough basic structure in UMR graphs from the
existing Arapaho interlinearized texts to automate UMR labeling to a significant extent. Our method thus has the
potential to streamline the process of building meaning representations for languages without existing large-scale
computational resources.
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1. Introduction

Uniform Meaning Representation (UMR) is a
graph-based semantic labeling formalism that fol-
lows in the footsteps of Abstract Meaning Repre-
sentation (AMR) (Banarescu et al., 2013). Com-
pared to AMR, UMR has an enhanced sensitiv-
ity to cross-linguistic diversity, since UMR was de-
veloped in close conjunction with several field lin-
guists working with a typologically diverse set of in-
digenous languages (Van Gysel et al., 2021). The
UMR labeling system can be time-consuming to
execute, especially if annotators are starting from
scratch. In this paper, we focus on methods for
bootstrapping UMR annotations for a given lan-
guage from existing resources, and specifically
from typical products of language documentation
work, such as lexical databases and interlinear
glossed text (IGT). Language documentation re-
sources typically are small in scale and rich in lin-
guistic detail, representing hundreds or thousands
of hours of previous analysis and annotation work.

As an example, Figure 1 shows, for one Arapaho
sentence, the semantic graph that represents the
core participants of the denoted event and their re-
lationships to one another. The full UMR repre-
sentation for that same sentence appears in ex-
ample (3) (with the parallel English UMR in (1)),
and the IGT in Table 1. The UMR representation
encodes information about semantic relationships
that does not appear in the IGT.

Using Arapaho as our test case, we present
and evaluate a bootstrapping process that au-

tomatically generates UMR subgraphs using in-
formation from labels in the IGT. The approach
requires specification of some language-specific
mappings. Additionally, we describe and evaluate
a method for bootstrapping valency lexicon entries
from lexical databases for both the target language
and English. We automatically generate a rough
set of language-specific semantic predicate argu-
ment structures (i.e. rolesets) using lexical infor-
mation from the Arapaho Lexical Database (Cow-
ell, 2010) as well as valency structure information
bootstrapped from VerbNet (Schuler, 2005; Brown
et al., 2022) and the English PropBank Lexicon
(Palmer et al., 2005; Bonial et al., 2014; Pradhan
et al., 2022). Neither component produces com-
plete UMR graphs. Instead, both are intended to
support manual production of graphs, using exist-
ing resources to dramatically reduce the amount
of annotation effort required.

Our contributions are: a) a method for semi-
automatic generation of roleset files; b) a method
for semi-automatic generation of partial UMR
graphs; c) application of these methods to a
polysynthetic language, and evaluation of the ma-
terials produced; and d) the foundation for a less
language-specific, more generalizable approach.

After providing background on UMR annotation
(2.1), IGT (2.2), and the Arapaho language and
datasets (3), we describe and evaluate our meth-
ods for bootstrapping rolesets (4) and graphs (5).
We conclude with limitations and next steps (6).
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Figure 1: Partial UMR for one Arapaho sentence.

2. Background

2.1. Uniform Meaning Representation
Like AMR before it, UMR represents sentence se-
mantics in the form of directed, rooted, graphs
made up of nested predicate argument structures
(Gysel et al., 2021). Unlike AMR, UMR aims to
do this in a cross-linguistically uniform way, with
special accommodations for languages with few
to no existing lexical resources. Both AMR and
UMR graphs abstract away from variations in mor-
phosyntactic form. In other words, the predicate ar-
gument structures used in the graphs are agnostic
for part of speech. Graphs for the utterances “he
rode his horse to Shoshone” and “his horse-ride
to Shoshone” are treated as logically equivalent,
meaning the same predicates, arguments, and re-
lations should be used in both.

For each sentence in a document, a sentence-
level graph is created in which tokens from the
sentence are implemented as concepts (nodes)
and the semantic relations between concepts are
represented as roles (edges). Graph concepts
take the form (s1c / concept), where s1c is a vari-
able that uniquely identifies the concept in the doc-
ument. A document-level graph is added for
each sentence in order to track temporal depen-
dencies, modal dependencies, and coreference re-
lations. Concept variables are shared across the
sentence- and document-level graphs, such as the
variable s2h for the horse in (1). The top part of
(1) is the sentence graph, and the bottom is the
document graph.

(1) “Then they tied up their horses.”
. (s2t / tie-up-04
. :ARG1 (s2p / person
. :refer-person 3rd
. :refer-number plural)
. :ARG2 (s2h / horse
. :refer-number plural
. :poss s2p)
. :temporal (s2t2 / then)
. :aspect performance
. :modal-strength full-affirmative)

. (s1s0 / sentence
. :temporal ((DCT :before s2t))
. :modal ((AUTH :full-affirmative s2t)))
. :coreference ((s2p :same-entity ...)
. (s2h :same-entity ...)))

UMR provides an inventory of general seman-
tic roles such as :temporal and :poss, which are
shown in the example above. It provides a simi-
lar inventory of abstract concepts, such as (s2p /
person), which can be used for uniform handling
across languages, or concepts not explicitly ex-
pressed in the sentence. In (1), person is used
as part of UMR’s annotation strategy for pronom-
inal elements. An appropriate abstract concept
serves as the head node, with :refer-person and
:refer-number attribute roles marking person and
number. Note that the variable s2p representing
the pronoun ‘they’ is re-entered into the graph un-
der the :poss relation, showing that ‘they’ are the
possessors of the horses.

Turning to the document-level graph, the vari-
able for the tie-up predicate is included in the tem-
poral dependency, placed :before the document
creation time (DCT). This event is also assigned
a modal strength value (fully affirmative, attributed
to the author– an expansion of the same relation
first marked in the sentence-level graph). Graphs
for other sentences in the document might show
‘them’ or ‘their horses’ as involved in coreference
relations with mentions in other sentences, using
the :same-entity coreference role.

Like AMR and PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005),
UMR uses an inventory of predicate argument
structures called rolesets. Rolesets provide

TX ne’toukutooxebei3i’ hinit neeheyeiniihi’

MB ne’- toukutooxebei -3i’ hinit neeheyein- iihi’
GE then- tie up horse -3PL right there nearby- ADV
PS PREF- VAI.INCORP -INFL PART PREF- DERIV

FT “Then they tied their horses right there nearby”

Table 1: IGT for Arapaho with the following tiers: word (TX), morpheme (MB), gloss (GE), part of speech
(PS), and free translation (FT).
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sense disambiguation for a given event lemma,
as well as an associated set of numbered roles
that correspond to the event’s semantically essen-
tial participants. The different morphosyntactic ex-
pressions that can be used for the event are also
listed, called aliases. In (1), we saw the English
roleset tie-up-04 in use; it is presented in more de-
tail in (2). Note that this particular roleset can be
used for instances of ‘tying-up’ events expressed
as verbs or as nouns.

(2) tie-up-04: bind with rope
ALIASES: tie_up-v, tying_up-n
:ARG0 agent
:ARG1 entity tied
:ARG2 the rope

UMR for new languages. Language-specific
rolesets like this form the basis of UMR graphs, for
languages that have such rolesets. For languages
like Arapaho that do not have an existing inventory
of rolesets, UMR suggests that annotators use un-
modified surface form tokens as graph predicates.
Argument relations then come from a set of gen-
eral semantic participant roles (e.g., :actor, :theme,
:instrument). Creation of a roleset lexicon is costly
and time consuming– a problem that can be catas-
trophically prohibitive for low resource languages.

In this work, we explore the potential of language
documentation resources like interlinear glossed
text to bootstrap the UMR annotation process.

2.2. Interlinear Glossed Text
Interlinear glossed text (IGT), shown in Table 1, is
a richly-annotated data format often produced as
part of language documentation projects. In this
format, a series of tiers are provided for an utter-
ance that list information such as a phonetic tran-
scription, corresponding orthographic form, word
segmentation, morphological glossing, part of
speech labels, and free translation.

IGT has long been an integral data format for
linguistics; its exploration in NLP is relatively re-
cent. One line of research seeks to develop
models to produce IGT, or to speed up its pro-
duction (Palmer et al., 2009; Georgi et al., 2015;
Moeller and Hulden, 2018; Zhao et al., 2020; Bar-
riga Martínez et al., 2021; Shandilya and Palmer,
2023; He et al., 2023; Ginn et al., 2023, among
others). A second major research thread extracts
various types of linguistic information from IGT; the
current paper follows this direction. Some exam-
ples are IGT for morphological paradigm induction
(Moeller et al., 2020), for learning grammar spec-
ifications (Bender et al., 2014), improving depen-
dency parsing (Georgi et al., 2012), or extracting
typological features (Lewis and Xia, 2008).

3. Arapaho data

Arapaho is a polysynthetic and agglutinating Al-
gonquian language, featuring extensive head-
marking morphology on the verb stem, and free
word order (Cowell and Moss Sr, 2011). These
properties of the language make it an especially
challenging test case for meaning representations,
and we discuss some of these complexities in sec-
tions 4 and 5.

3.1. Arapaho IGT

The data used here come from the Arapaho Text
Database (Cowell, 2024) and consist of Arapaho
narratives, recorded in audio and/or video by An-
drew Cowell on the Wind River Reservation over
the last 20 years. The data was transcribed and
translated by Cowell working with consultants, and
then interlinearized using Toolbox software. There
are over 90,000 sentences in the text collection.

The Arapaho data are labeled using a common
protocol for Algonquian languages. Nouns are
either NA or NI (grammatically animate or inani-
mate), and verbs are VAI, VII, VTI or VTA (intran-
sitive, with either animate or inanimate subject;
or transitive, with either animate or inanimate ob-
ject). Labeling includes tense, aspect and modal-
ity marking, as well as person and number of
pronominal affixes. In addition, the Arapaho IGT in-
cludes some more fine-grained labels that are use-
ful for determining valency: VAI.R (reflexive/recip-
rocal), VAI.PASS (passive), VTA.D (ditransitive),
VAI.INCORP (noun incorporation), and others.

A notable feature of all Algonquian languages
is proximate/obviative marking: when two or more
third-person participants occur in a discourse, one
must be selected as most important, and all oth-
ers are marked with an obviative suffix (if NA), and
have obviative agreement markers on associated
verbs (for both NI and NA forms). This marking is
independent of subject, agent or undergoer status,
or syntactic position in a clause. Algonquian verbs
include special marking to clarify whether the prox-
imate or obviative participant is the semantic agent
in the clause, and the database includes labeling
on both the verbs and the nouns to allow this dis-
ambiguation to be done automatically.

Natural discourse data varies greatly in complex-
ity, and while many sentences in Arapaho consist
of a single verb, some sentences include subordi-
nate clauses of various types, and thus multiple
verbs. UMR graphs for complex sentences can
use a number of different strategies. In this work,
we focus on generating subgraphs for individual
verbs. For sentences with this type of subordina-
tion, we generate multiple subgraphs and leave it
to the annotator to nest them appropriately.
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3.2. UMRs for Arapaho
The gold standard UMR graphs we use for plan-
ning and comparison in this work come from the
UMR 1.0 data release (Bonn et al., 2023).

A UMR graph for the Arapaho sentence corre-
sponding to the English ex. (1) is shown in (3).

(3) “ Ne’toukutooxebei3i’. ”
(TR: “Then they tied up their horses.”)

. (s53t / toukutooxebei-00

. :actor (s53p / person

. :refer-person 3rd

. :refer-number plural)

. :theme (s53a / animal

. :refer-number plural

. :poss s53p)

. :aspect performance

. :modal-strength full-affirmative)

. (s1s0 / sentence
. :temporal ((DCT :before s53t)
. (... :after s53t))
. :modal ((AUTH :full-affirmative s53t)))
. :coreference ((s53p :same-entity ...)
. (s53a :same-entity ...)))

The structure of the Arapaho graph is quite sim-
ilar to the graph for the parallel English sentence.
One difference is that the temporal element mean-
ing ‘then’ is encoded as a prefix in Arapaho, and it
does not get its own node in the graph. However,
the semantics are still captured in the document-
level graph by indicating that the tying up event,
s53n, occurs :after whatever event occurred in the
previous sentence.

In this Arapaho sentence, both participants are
expressed via the verb. The actors, -3i’ (‘they’),
appear as a pronominal index marked on the verb,
while the ‘horses’ are lexically encoded as part of
the verb stem through noun incorporation (underly-
ing incorporated noun form -ôoxew-). As this mor-
phological component cannot be extracted from
the stem, and because it differs from the form used
as a stand-alone noun (‘woxhoox’), we use an ab-
stract (a / animal) concept in the graph to represent
the horses.

4. Bootstrapping Rolesets from
Existing Lexical Resources

4.1. Motivations
For polysynthetic and agglutinating languages like
Arapaho, a single event predicate may include
many morphological components that cover the
entirety of the event’s semantics. These may
include multiple participants, adjunct arguments,

tense, modal and aspectual modifiers, spatial mod-
ifiers, valency changing affixes, and more. If anno-
tators treat every single surface word form gener-
ated by these complex morphological processes
as a unique UMR predicate,predicates will prolif-
erate to the point of absurdity, and the corpus
will consist entirely of predicates that occur exactly
once. Rolesets (see section 2.1) help to abstract
away from morphosyntactic variation, but produc-
ing a roleset lexicon for a new language is an enor-
mous undertaking. Here we present a method-
ology for automatically generating rough rolesets
that cluster derivationally-related forms under a
uniform predicate label.

As an example, Table 2 shows just a fraction of
the derivationally-related forms that have to do with
the morpheme 3i’oku (‘sit’) in Arapaho.

Derived Form Definition IGT label

3i’oku- sit, be sitting vai
3i’okuut sitting ni
tees3i’oku- sit on top of s.t. vai
3ei3i’oku- sit under s.t. vai
3i’okuutoneihiinoo- sat.at- vii.pass-
3i’okuutooni- people sit vii.impers
3i’okuuton- sit at object vta

3i’okunooo one sitting at/with na.deppart
3i’okuu3oo thing sat upon ni.deppart

3i’okuh- make sit down vta
3i’okuno’oobe- sleep sitting up vai
hou3i’oku- sit perched vai
ko’ein3i’oku- sit in a circle vai
tei’3i’oku- sit strongly vai

3io’kuuto’o chair ni
hinen toh3i’okut OldMan Mt. placename
Wox 3i’ok Sitting Bear persname

Table 2: Derivations for Arapaho verb stem 3i’oku.

The top section of this list shows verbs that
would ideally be clustered into a single roleset.
These derivations include a passive, an imper-
sonal form (with a generic ‘sitter’), an eventive
noun, and various forms in which some spatial
landmark is made explicit. The next section in-
cludes forms that name participants of the event
rather than the event itself (a ‘sitter’ and a ‘thing
sat on’). These would utilize the same roleset as
the verbs.

The third and fourth sections of the list should
not be clustered with the previous sections. Forms
in the third section include additional semantics
that change the nature of the event, such as cau-
sation. The last section contains place and person
names that do not directly reference events at all.
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4.2. Methods
We use the following approach to produce a
reasonable–if not exact–inventory of rolesets from
existing resources (in this case, a traditional lexical
database and an IGT corpus).

1. Identify seed verb classes. The objective
here is to identify a small set of verb classes,
based both on semantic similarity and on the
structure of their core arguments. A linguist
familiar with the target language is best suited
to this task.

2. Associate verb classes with semantically
similar English verbs, and retrieve rolesets
for those English verbs from existing re-
sources. We leverage the rolesets devel-
oped for English VerbNet and PropBank.1

3. Verify fit of English roleset for seed verb
classes, modifying the rolesets as neces-
sary. With some IGT data, sentences con-
taining verbs of a candidate verb class can be
sampled, and the argument structure in those
sentences can be compared to the English
verb’s roleset Once more, a linguist familiar
with the target language is a useful resource
in this task.

4. Collect aliases for each roleset. The ob-
jective here is to extract morphosyntactic vari-
ants which describe the same event as the
verb root, as demonstrated above in the top
section of Table 2. Here, traditional lexicons
and IGT are useful resources.

4.3. Arapaho case study
1-3. Seed verb classes and their English role-
sets. For Arapaho, we identified six seed verb
classes. Here we discuss two examples. One
seed class contains ‘give’-type verbs, all of which
express some type of transfer; representative sam-
ples include:

(4) biin- ‘give s.t. to s.o.’
tou3e’ein- ‘give s.t. as gift to s.o.’
neeceenohoo3- ‘give s.t. ceremonially to s.o.’
bexoow- ‘bestow s.t. on s.o.’

With this seed verb class in mind, we can boot-
strap arguments from a semantically similar verb
class in VerbNet or a representative roleset from
PropBank. Cross-referencing both VerbNet and
PropBank is useful because these resources of-
fer slightly different takes on semantic argument
structures. PropBank rolesets may be more nu-
anced than their associated VerbNet classes and

1Unified Verb Index, access to VerbNet and Prop-
Bank: https://uvi.colorado.edu/

have more roles. In some cases, this nuance is
helpful for bootstrapping to a similar verb in an-
other language, but in other cases, the nuance
is English-specific. PropBank roles are also num-
bered according to their syntactic primacy. :ARG0
is reserved for proto-agents, :ARG1 is reserved for
proto-patients, and direct objects and goals tend to
appear as :ARG2, etc. (Bonial et al., 2012).

In Arapaho, ‘give’-type verbs tend to have the
same basic argument structure as VerbNet (give-
13.1) and PropBank (give-01) – an Agent, a Pa-
tient, and a Recipient. Thus, the ‘give’-type trans-
fer verbs are a case where an English roleset can
map cleanly to the Arapaho class.

As another example, we define a group for sim-
ple weather verbs, such as those in (5); all are inan-
imate, intransitive verbs which typically do not take
any arguments but a dummy ‘it’.

(5) hoosoo- ‘it is raining’
beeci- ‘it is snowing’
wo’wu3oonoosoo- ‘it is hailing’

In the case of the Arapaho weather verbs,
we first reference the VerbNet class weather-57.
This class includes a single thematic role, THEME,
which applies to arguments like ‘cats and dogs’ in
‘it’s raining cats and dogs’. This roleset clashes
with the Arapaho verbs, which are all intransitive
and cannot take a THEME argument. However,
corresponding PropBank rolesets such as rain-01
and snow-01 frequently include an argument for
the location in which the weather occurs. This ar-
gument, while oblique, is frequently present with
these verbs in Arapaho as well, so we include it
as the sole numbered argument for bootstrapping
Arapaho weather verb rolesets.

In the case that a given seed class has no suit-
able English roleset to use as a template, one
could still hand-generate a roleset for this process.
We suspect this would be a rare occurrence, and
were able to find reasonable English rolesets for
each of our seed verb classes.

4. Aliases. To identify aliases, we scan the ex-
isting Arapaho lexicon, comparing the morphology
of the root verb to the morphology of other entries
in the lexicon. We leverage the part-of-speech
labeling of the lexicon-—which includes valency
information-—in determining whether a potential
alias should belong in the roleset of the current
root or whether it belongs in its own roleset (e.g.
for forms with increased valency).

4.4. Arapaho evaluation
We generate rolesets for six seed verb classes.
We evaluate our automatically generated rolesets
(and their associated aliases) in two stages, an ini-
tial informal analysis (as a sanity check) and a later
more structured evaluation.

https://uvi.colorado.edu/
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In the informal evaluation, an Arapaho expert
checked one generated roleset for each seed
class against several dozen occurrences of the
main predicate in the text database. These
looked reasonable, prompting the second evalua-
tion, in which the rolesets for 12 verbs from the six
seed classes were checked against 10 randomly-
selected corpus sentences for each verb.

The newly-generated Arapaho frame files cor-
rectly capture the argument structure in 109 of the
115 Arapaho sentences, almost 95% of the time.2

Frequency of selected verbs in the dataset.
While we picked only six classes of verbs to eval-
uate in this work, those classes were strategically
chosen based on structural and semantic features.
A post hoc analysis shows that of the approxi-
mately 88,000 verb tokens in the Arapaho Text
Database, the 12 verbs evaluated in this study
account for about 3,000 tokens; thus, generating
frame files for those twelve verbs provides cov-
erage of around 3.4% of the verb tokens in the
database. It should be noted that the 12 verbs
evaluated were not picked via a prior analysis of
their frequency; however, the top five most fre-
quent verbs from each of the six verb classes pro-
posed and analyzed here account for some 5,000
tokens in the dataset. Therefore, defining even a
few classes of verbs for roleset bootstrapping can
quickly provide argument structures for many sen-
tences, greatly speeding annotation.

Discussion. The six failures noted in the larger
evaluation all occurred with verbs meaning roughly
‘procure something for someone’. The English
rolesets include roles for thing procured, person
from whom the thing was procured, and the re-
cipient/benefactee. But in Arapaho, verbs of this
type similarly index a thing procured and a recipien-
t/benefactee, with the third role of procurer (rather
than source). There were six Arapaho sentences
in which an explicit noun occurred, referring to the
procurer; these sentences all showed a mismatch
with the English-based role sets.

One other problem was noted in the informal
analysis: the original English frame files some-
times lack sub-sets for argument structures which
actually exist in both English and Arapaho. For
example ‘kick’ in English does not account for a
meaning and argument structure of ‘kick an object
to a person/place’ as opposed to ‘kick something/-
someone.’ While this type of sentence did not oc-
cur among the 10 randomly selected Arapaho sen-
tences with this verb, the broader informal anal-
ysis revealed two examples in the text database

2There were only 5 occurrences in the text database
for one verb, so we evaluated 115 sentences in total.

with this role set structure. In this case, it was not
our methodology of transferring English role sets
to Arapaho which failed, but the gap in the original
English rolesets. Otherwise, the frame file trans-
fer was highly successful (though admittedly, for
verb stems which were predicted to be parallel to
English in role set structure).

The only major problem encountered was in
the determination of aliases for the head verb.
The generated rolesets include many forms which
should be excluded from the aliases, most notably
secondary verb stems with a different valence from
the head verb.

4.5. Generalizability of technique
While Arapaho’s morphological complexity will re-
quire ongoing refinement of this process, we be-
lieve that generating even a rough set of aliases
can greatly expedite the UMR annotation process.
Our relative success in bootstrapping rolesets for
Arapaho verbs suggests that this technique could
generalize well to other languages, given the ex-
treme typological differences between English and
Arapaho with respect to verbal morphology and
morphosyntax.

5. Bootstrapping graphs from IGT

5.1. Motivation
Building a language resource such as an IGT cor-
pus requires an enormous amount of effort and
analysis. Further, UMR representations encode
much of the same information as a glossed text.
For linguists who have already spent time building
IGT, the task of “re-annotating” their dataset in a
new format (UMR) can be daunting and hard to jus-
tify. We therefore seek to expedite the process of
UMR graph annotation by leveraging existing IGT
labels. With a little bit of scripting, we can partially
automate the process of UMR graph generation
using existing gloss labels and simple heuristics.

5.2. General approach
Given an IGT dataset, we take the following ap-
proach to quickly generate partial UMR graphs for
each sentence:

1. Identify gloss labels corresponding to
verbs. These verbs are the root nodes of
any predicate subgraphs in the UMR repre-
sentation, so correctly extracting them from
the glossed text is critical.

2. Identify gloss labels corresponding to
event participants. Depending on the lan-
guage, these could be explicit noun phrases,
pronouns, verbal agreement markers, etc.
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3. Define heuristics mapping participants to
predicate roles. This could include specific
gloss labels (e.g. case or verbal agreement
markers), word order cues (e.g. constituent
order), etc. The focus here is on building
heuristics which work well enough most of the
time, not on defining a process to exhaustively
capture all participants.

4. Develop simple scripts to parse IGT and
apply the above rules. In other words, op-
erationalize the above steps with code.

In this work, we concentrate on the above pro-
cedure, with the aim of establishing the “skele-
ton” (top-level predicate subgraph) of a UMR rep-
resentation. Naturally, IGT may be rich with other
information corresponding to nodes or edges in
a UMR representation. For example, in the Ara-
paho text database, determiners are glossed DET,
and, in UMR, determiners are represented with a
:mod edge and a node for the specific determiner.
Given the predictability of the determiner’s position
in an Arapaho noun phrase, representing the deter-
miner in a corresponding UMR graph is straight-
forward. We largely leave the extraction of such
features to future work.

5.3. Arapaho case study
This section describes how we apply this approach
to the Arapaho IGT dataset; results appear in 5.4.

1. Verbs. Arapaho has four grammatical verb
classes, based on their transitivity and the animacy
of the arguments they accept; the corresponding
gloss labels, with their expected argument struc-
tures, appear in Table 3.

Label Subject Object

VII Inanimate
VAI Animate
VTI Animate Inanimate
VTA Animate Animate

Table 3: Verb part-of-speech labels with expected
argument structure. Rows without data in the Ob-
ject column are intransitive verbs.
This step approximates the argument structure in-
formation found in a roleset inventory.

2. Participants. In Arapaho, explicit nouns can
appear as independent tokens, but, depending on
discourse context, participants may also be omit-
ted. In either case, participants can be marked
on the verb. The following table captures both
participant-marking strategies as they appear in
the database.3

3VII verbs are obligatorily marked for agreement with
the subject, but, as an artifact of how the database

Label Meaning

NI Inanimate noun
NA Animate noun
1,2,3 or 4 Person marking
S Singular (with person marking)
PL Plural (with person marking, noun)

Table 4: Part-of-speech labels for identifying par-
ticipants. Note a cumulative affix can encode both
agent and patient, e.g. -1PL/3PL encodes first-
person plural agent, third-person plural patient.

3. Mapping. Now that we have an expected ar-
gument structure and a list of potential participants
for each predicate, we can define simple but effec-
tive rules to map participants to roles.

If any pronominal participants are marked on the
verb, these must correspond to the subject and/or
object. However, they may be “overwritten” by ex-
plicit nouns. Explicit nouns that match both the
argument structure expectations in animacy and
the number encoded in verbal affixes can fill corre-
sponding subject or object roles.

Given the relatively free word order of Arapaho
grammar, some cases are potentially ambiguous.
For example, a clause with two explicit singular ani-
mate nouns and a -4S/3S or -3S/4S verbal suffix
could allow two different argument structure map-
pings. Wherever possible, we use obviative mark-
ings on the explicit nouns to map arguments to the
fourth-person role.4

If any of the expected participant roles are un-
filled at this point, we fill them with inferred argu-
ments. When the predicate expects an animate
participant, we insert a generic third-person sin-
gular entity. When an inanimate participant is ex-
pected, we add a generic thing participant. This
strategy handles cases where the participants are
clear from context, and the speaker has omitted
them. Finally, any participants not mapped to the
subject or object roles (e.g. due to disagreement
with animacy or plurality) we add to the predicate
in a generic OBLIQUE argument.

4. Parsing. The IGT database uses sim-
ple whitespace separation to align the morpheme,
gloss, and part-of-speech lines. As a pre-
processing step, we collect all IGT in the database
where there are different numbers of items be-
tween the morpheme, gloss, and part-of-speech
lines. By hand, we re-annotate these texts so that

was annotated, this agreement marker was not always
glossed. So we omit it here. Also note that for VTI verbs,
no overt marker distinguishes singular or plural patients.

4In some sentences in the database, the obviative is
either not marked (by speaker omission) or not glossed
(by annotator omission). In these cases, there is no
straightforward way to map an argument to the correct
role.
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each morpheme corresponds to exactly one gloss
item and also to exactly one part-of-speech item
(e.g. re-annotating the gloss for the morpheme
notii3ei from “look for things” to “look.for.things”, as
is standard across the database). Then, for each
sentence, we build a partial graph as follows.

First, the script scans the part-of-speech line
looking for labels which match those from Table
3; when one is found, a predicate is created with
the corresponding morpheme token instantiated
as the head node. Next, all possible participants
are extracted from the sentence; explicit nouns
are instantiated with nodes using the correspond-
ing morpheme, while pronominal arguments are
instantiated as required by UMR (e.g. a -3PL
gloss receives a person node in the graph, with
appropriate refer-person and refer-number
attributes.) Finally, we map our candidate partici-
pant nodes to roles in the expected argument struc-
ture for the predicate.

We use the Penman Python library (Goodman,
2020) for building and manipulating the graphs.

A sample glossed text from our database
follows, alongside the corresponding human-
annotated graph and the automatically-generated
UMR graph:

(6) Ci’he’ih’iitounowuu hitiicetino.
ci’-he’ih’ii-toun-owuu hi-icetino
too-NARRPAST.IMPERF-hold-3PL 3S-hands
PROC/PART-PREF-VTI-INFL INFL-NI.OBLPOSS.PL
“Also they were holding their hands.”

Gold standard graph:
. (s18t / toun-00
. :actor (s18p / person
. :refer-person 3rd
. :refer-number plural)
. :undergoer (s18h / hitiicetino
. :part-of s18p)
. :aspect activity
. :modal-strength full-affirmative)

Auto-gen graph:
. (t / toun
. :SUBJECT (p / person
. :refer-person 3rd
. :refer-number plural)
. :OBJECT (i / icetino))

In this case, the generated subgraph aligns with
the core components of the gold standard graph.
It does not capture aspect or modality.

5.4. Arapaho evaluation
To analyze the performance of our graph genera-
tion approach for Arapaho, we perform a manual
qualitative evaluation, focusing on 3 key criteria.

The UMR data release contains gold-standard
UMR graphs for approximately 400 Arapaho sen-
tences. From these, we filter out sentences with
more than one verb, and a few with no verb in-
dicated in the IGT. From the remaining 216 sen-
tences, we randomly select 98 sentences for anal-
ysis.5 We ask two linguists familiar with Arapaho
(two of the authors) to compare our generated
graphs to the gold-standard graphs and answer
the following three questions:

Criterion #1: Have we correctly identified the
head verb? The auto-generated graphs correctly
locate the head verb in 98/98 test cases, and thus
correctly generate the root node of the UMR graph.
This particular task is artificially simplified, since
we exclude sentences with more than one verb.
That said, it is not a trivial task. Various pseudo-
verbal forms occur, as well as lexicalized impera-
tives and verbal nouns.

Criterion #2: Are the subject and object
pronominal affixes on the verb correctly trans-
lated into the graph structure? 78 of the sen-
tences are graphed correctly, while 20 are incor-
rect, an 80% success rate.

Criterion #3: Are all overt nouns correctly
linked to the head verb, and correctly recog-
nized as subject, object, or oblique forms?
There are 35 overt nouns in the 98 sentences, and
26 of these are graphed with the proper argument
structure, a 74% success rate. As would be ex-
pected, sentences with two overt nouns pose the
greatest challenge.

Discussion. According to this evaluation, the
subgraphs generated from IGT capture the core ar-
gument structure of simple sentences with a high
degree of accuracy. The generated graphs are
suitable foundations for full UMR graphs, and we
expect to extract additional properties from the IGT.
That said, there will clearly be challenges in ex-
panding the current approach to the full range of
complexity found in the sentences in the database.
One challenging task is to recognize incorporated
nouns. Fortunately, in this database, all verbs
having incorporation are labeled .INCORP. Simi-
larly, many Arapaho verbs are structurally intran-
sitive, but semantically transitive. Again labeling
indicates this, via secondary .O (indefinite object)
and .T (pseudo-transitive object) labels. Subor-
dinate clause verbs can likewise be automatically
recognized based on the presence of a number of
subordinating prefixes or inflectional markers. Fi-
nally, we can make improvements to the handling
of quotations embedded in citational verbs. The al-
gorithm correctly locates the citational verb as the
head of the sentence, but this then leaves the ar-
gument structure of the citation itself untreated.

5We originally selected 100 sentences; 2 were deter-
mined to have non-trivial errors in the original IGT.
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5.5. Generalizability of technique
While this work uses Arapaho as a case study,
we believe the technique of mapping IGT labels to
UMR graph components is broadly applicable to
many languages.

To illustrate the applicability of our technique to
another language, we use Quechua as an exam-
ple. Quechua, an indigenous language spoken
primarily in Peru, Bolivia, and Ecuador, is charac-
terized by its highly agglutinative nature (Adelaar,
2020). Consider the glossed text in (7), alongside
a sentence-level UMR representation of that text
(Bonn, p.c.).6

(7) Mana, mama: awashts.
no mother-1.POSS weave-PAST.R3-NEG
“No, my mother didn’t weave.”

UMR Graph:
. (a / away-00
. :actor (p / person
. :ARG0-of (k / kinship-91
. :ARG1 (p2 / person
. :refer-person 1st)
. :ARG2 (m / mama)))
. :polarity -
. :modal-strength negative
. :time (b / before
. :op1 (n / now)))

As seen in the Quechua gloss, certain basic
units correspond to specific subgraphical struc-
tures in the UMR graphs. While in our Arapaho
case study we largely focused on mapping partici-
pants to predicate roles, there are clear mappings
from the gloss to graphical substructures. A NEG
marker in the gloss maps to a negative polarity
in the UMR graph; a past tense marker (PAST) al-
lows one to automatically annotate the :time sub-
graph. Both of these substructures attach to the
predicate head representing the root word (away).

It seems likely that the basic approach out-
lined for Arapaho could be used to bootstrap par-
tial UMR graphs from IGT for a language like
Quechua.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

We’ve demonstrated how two types of resources–
rolesets and partial graphs–can be bootstrapped
from documents which are typical products of lan-
guage documentation work. When annotating a

6Quechua data recorded by CU Boulder Quechua
teacher Doris Loayza, working in conjunction with An-
drew Cowell. It is original data, from speakers of South-
ern Conchucos Quechua. Transcriptions and transla-
tions from Loayza.

UMR graph, a robust library of rolesets allows
annotators to quickly look up expected argument
structures for a given predicate; additionally, the
inventory of aliases for a given roleset enforces
some consistency across annotated predicates.
Further, even generating partial UMR graphs from
IGT–such as the basic predicate-argument struc-
tures demonstrated here–can greatly speed the
annotation process by reducing the amount of time
an annotator spends on each graph.

Our lightweight approach to building graphs
from IGT can be extended in a number of direc-
tions. With a more extensive library of rolesets,
more specific argument structures for verbs will be
available during graph generation. We also aim to
make our system more robust and extendable to
other languages, and to provide a graphical inter-
face for it. With such a system, a linguist could
map gloss labels to UMR meanings through sim-
ple heuristic rules. (In the Arapaho case, such
rules might read ‘nouns are labeled as NA or NI in
the IGT’; ‘determiners are labeled DET and attach
to the nearest noun to the right’; etc.) From this
mapping, the system could automatically generate
partial UMR graphs from IGT, without the need for
language-specific scripting.

For this case study, our approaches benefit from
the detail of labeling in the Arapaho database and
the availability of a language expert to help with
bootstrapping. In future work, we plan to encode
language-specific information just once, up front,
and let that initial configuration guide generation
of both rolesets and UMR subgraphs.

The straightforward methods described in this
paper have tremendous potential to speed up an-
notation of previously-analyzed texts with sophis-
ticated meaning representations. While we do
not expect to achieve perfect UMR graphs, we do
hope to support researchers by automating most
of the simpler parts of UMR annotation, freeing the
experts up to do the more interesting work of an-
notating complex structures.
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